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Monday, December 7 of 2015

DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN????

In the end, the war and the persecution of humanity will finish when the majority of the men and
women of the world repent from the heart and confess to God all of their sins.  Until this happens
My Immaculate Heart will not triumph.

For this I lovingly ask all of My children that listen to Me and that answer to My designs to
continue to pray, so that peace will not only be reached, but also so that peace will not disappear
from the human heart.

Every material war is a consequence of a spiritual and involutionary conflict; every war between
humans and between nations is fomented by pride and by power that time and again attempt to
defeat the human civilization.

For this, children of Mine, raising My hands to Heaven in sign of prayer and of piety, I implore to
each one of you, creatures of the Earth, that you transform your arrogance into love, that you
exchange your wrath for peace.  Thus, in little time, the Father will have in His sight enough
examples and testimonies for the world to receive a great amnesty and not to self-destroy.

Be one with your Guardian Angels.  Be one consciousness, one mind and one heart in the times to
come.  In an extraordinary way, the Sacred Hearts are gathered in prayer in the Celestial Universe
for all of you and for the whole project of the Earth.

I need, dear children, that you become conscious of what that means for these times of spiritual
Armageddon.  May your hearts be very united to Mine so that no force contrary to the Light of God
will continue dominating the planetary consciousness.

I ask all of the praying beings of the world for an answer for all of humanity, that must be
immediate enough before the Celestial Universe of Your Father.

The great abyss that once was seen by John the Apostle is already being opened.  In truth, dear
children, no one could ever interpret well the Book of Revelations.  There has not been any erudite
or religious person that has achieved it, and this is so because the symbols reveal themselves as a
message by means of the heart.

In face of the lack of truly understanding that these are no longer normal times, but rather
Apocalyptic moments, dear children, under the divine authority that has been entrusted to Me
through the full state of My Grace, I will be assisting you in interpreting each one of the signs of the
Apocalypse.

Many will be opposed in the face of this, but when Your Heavenly Mother, who comes from the
Greater Universe begins to speak, everything will occur as it was seen by John.

No longer believe that all that is being prophesized will happen in another moment of humanity; the
race is gravely condemned to a severe Final Judgment and the angels have been preparing
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themselves for a long time for this moment.

But finally the Immaculate Heart will triumph in the life of all those who will have transformed and
redeemed themselves, giving thus space to the powerful divine intervention that is given at this
time.

Dear children, while the hands of the clock indicate the passage of time, all is precipitated quickly. 
This is the cause of so many guidelines and requests for prayer.  Your offerings will be lovingly
welcome.

The Americas will have to face the greatest oppression in order to materialize the project of the
Promised Earth, for this your spirits are summoned by Me.

I thank you for embracing My call with faith!

Who shelters you in face of the times of spiritual battle,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


